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Abstract 
This study focuses on the driver’s steering behavior in case of overtaking on a two-lane highway. Furthermore, in the paper we 
propose a customized steering controller for an automated vehicle. When observing current models of human steering controllers, 
it can be concluded that these models more or less share the same configuration in which three elements are of importance, 
namely: trajectory planning, prediction horizon and the steering controller. In the proposed model, the assumption that a driver 
envisages a trajectory before the process of overtaking is problematic in real-time applications due to inaccurate reflection of 
driving behavior and computational complexity. As an alternative to this method, a target and control scheme is implemented to 
mimic human overtaking behavior on the highway. Through controller customization and implementation on a validated vehicle 
model, it is suggested that the control strategy holds great potential for further application on the real road. 
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1. Introduction 
This subject is studied and conducted as one of the many subtasks of Dutch Automated Vehicle Initiative 
(DAVI). The objective of DAVI is to investigate, improve and demonstrate automated driving on public roads. 
Despite of challenges such as control robustness and legal issues, automated driving has the potential to improve 
traffic safety, increase the capacity of the road and increase driving pleasure and comfort [1].  
Overtaking on a highway road is one of the most risky maneuvers for an automated vehicle, because the action to 
be executed depends on a substantial amount of factors such as: current state of the host vehicle, position and speed 
of the surrounding vehicles, etc. On the highway, drivers tend to behave differently in the same overtaking scenario, 
thus different steering controllers are required for different user groups. For instance, various distance headways and 
lateral spacing are preferred by different users, largely dependent on their driving style. It is therefore necessary to 
develop a human-like steering model to capture and represent drivers’ overtaking behavior. The realistic behavior of 
the automated vehicle interacts well with human drivers, which will not affect other drivers’ maneuver, thus 
ensuring driving safety. 
1.1. Literature review 
Many steering control methods have been proposed to capture the human steering behavior based on the data 
collected from both road tests and driving simulators. For example, driver models have been developed using neural 
networks, which defines the steering angle as a function of the time-delayed heading angle and deviation of lateral 
position from a desired trajectory [2]. Using the approach of reinforcement learning, the steering maneuver of the 
driver model is learned from a reward, in which it is evaluated whether or not the vehicle is on the road [3]. 
Furthermore, hybrid driver models [4] and hierarchical driver models [5] have been developed in the past.  
In the aforementioned studies, the driver steering models share a common configuration, which is illustrated in 
Figure 1. This typical configuration consists of three major presumed elements: trajectory planning, prediction 
horizon and steering controller. According to these models, a driver has a mental image of a trajectory before 
actually executing the lane-change maneuver. However, the steering angles delivered by these models have been 
shown to be much smoother than steering angles observed from empirical data [6]. In other words: until now models 
have not been able to produce human-like steering behavior. 
In terms of lane changing performance, the target and control scheme provides two advantages over the 
traditional structure: the first is that it better captures the features of steering behavior. The second is that it reduces 
the computational complexity by eliminating the element of trajectory planning. This second advantage is especially 
important when the method is implemented in real automated driving, since computational load is very important in 
real automated driving. The model proposed in the present paper differs from the model proposed by Tan et al. in 
two different ways: 
 
x Instead of investigating lane-changing maneuvers in sharp curves, in the present study we focus on overtaking 
maneuvers, which is a much smoother procedure. 
x The present paper focuses on implementation of a customized steering controller in an automated vehicle 
Fig. 1. Typical configuration of a driver steering model. 
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1.2. Problem statement 
This paper aims to investigate driver’s steering behavior and to experimentally develop a customized controller 
that can mimic driver’s steering mechanisms. Due to the nature of stochastic driving behavior, it is difficult to 
capture the key characteristics during overtaking. Rising to this challenge, we set up the main requirements: 
 
x Accurate reflection of drivers’ overtaking procedure 
x A fast and simple solution to autonomous overtaking 
 
The first requirement involves the development of the driver model, while the second one concerns design of the 
customized controller. 
As a starting point, data from driving simulator experiments was collected of over 40 participants. In this 
experiment each driver had to perform a series of four consecutive overtaking maneuvers (FCO) under different 
driving conditions with a constant speed. FCO performance on a two-lane highway is observed in this case because 
it is informative and demanding (Tan et al., 2011), which exhibits a driver’s key attribute in overtaking. According 
to the collected datasets, a human-like steering model is established following a target and control scheme. 
In terms of selection of the controller, insight into the open-loop data facilitated the analysis of the characteristics 
of the drivers and allowed for the determination which type of controller that is implemented. Given a certain type 
of controller (proportional-derivative (PD) controller), parameters are tuned to fit the experiment data of FCO in the 
closed-loop identification. 
For the application of the customized controller on a real automated vehicle, a tuning facility (such as a slider) is 
placed in the car to adjust parameters of the controller, which aids in the selection of the driving style. Finally, as a 
demonstration of the simple operating system, a human-machine simulation interface is created in Matlab, 
presenting the function of the customized steering controller. 
2. Modelling methodology 
2.1. Target line control strategy 
As discussed before, instead of planning the whole overtaking trajectory in advance, it is suggested that drivers 
evaluate target points as a reference for lane changing.  
In Fig. 1, the preview/prediction module is included to mimic human’s preview and predictive behavior. The 
preview behavior refers to that the human drivers perceive future path information within a finite future distance. In 
this particular study, the concept of prediction is still implemented to mimic human driving behavior and determine 
the reference point at a certain time instant. In the driver steering model, a target point on the center of another lane 
a certain distance (prediction horizon) away from the current position is pursued by the driver in real driving task. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Target sets (dotted line along the lane centerline) 
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Fig. 3. Computation of the target heading angle 
Given the prediction horizon distance, WG , of a driver, the preview target point ( ( ), ( ))i g gG x t y t  for a 
certain vehicle position L  can be determined according to the current position of the vehicle  W\W[ , 
Given vehicle current position  W\W[ , yaw rate WZ , speed WY and the target point 
( ( ), ( ))g gG x t y t , and assuming the vehicle maintains its current yaw rate WZ and speed WY , (that is, the 
vehicle travels along a curve with a fixed radius )(/)()( ttvtR Z ), the target heading angle GT is the reference 
that ensures the vehicle will reach the target G with 0 heading angle. 
As depicted in Fig. 3, E  is the angle between the road extension direction and the line connected by the vehicle 
position and the target point. The target heading angle is computed as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )arctan arcsin
( ) ( ) 2 ( )
g
d
g
y t y t d t
x t x t R t
T E J                    (1) 
Therefore, assuming the target heading angle as the desired heading angle, the reference target point is translated 
into the desired heading angle, which can be regulated through the steering controller. The task of the controller is to 
minimize the error between the actual heading angle and the target heading angle. 
2.2. Controller type determination 
As was mentioned before, FCO data consist of host vehicle information including the vehicle positions, heading 
angle, yaw rate, vehicle speed and steering angle and obstacle vehicle information containing vehicle position and 
speed. At a certain time instant t , the target set is determined by the current vehicle position  and the decision of 
lane change. Assigning a proper prediction horizon G  to a driver, the preview target point is computed based on 
(1). Accordingly, the target heading angle dT  at this time instant is then computed extracting yaw rate )(tZ and 
speed v  of the host vehicle from the test data. Finally, the target angle error, considered the input to the controller, 
is calculated from dT  and the current vehicle heading angle )(tT . 
As observed from simulator data generated by various participants, when the prediction distance is appropriately 
selected in the analysis, for nearly half of the drivers, the steering angle for the most of the time is proportional to 
the heading angle error, no matter what traffic condition a driver is in (obstacle speed, overtaking gap). For the sake 
of simplicity, we only investigate this consistent type of driver. Hence, we assume that it is possible to use one set of 
parameter to approximate steering behavior of a driver in the whole FCO process.  
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In terms of controller selection, we choose PD controller. As observed from the result, when the prediction 
distance is appropriately selected in the analysis, the steering angle for the most of the time is more or less 
proportional to the heading angle error, no matter what traffic condition a driver is in. This suggests that a P 
controller, )()( tkt ep TG  , is suitable to mimic a human driver performance. Due to the fact that the reference 
point jumps suddenly from one lane to another when switching the target set, D controller, )()( tkt ed TG  , is 
combined with P controller to boost up the response. In addition, I (integration) controller is not added because it 
slows down the performance. 
2.3. Parameter identification 
The above observation suggests a PD controller. Combined with the preview distance d , there are three 
parameters to be identified. Given the target set determined by FCO data extracted from the driving simulator test, 
these three parameters of the steering controller are tuned so that a sufficiently good fitting in lateral position is 
achieved, which is suggested by high value of VAF (variance accounted for). The lateral position is considered the 
most significant quantity because inaccurate control of it leads to collision with obstacles on a highway. In this 
study, we focus on the consistent type of drivers. A standard for consistence is set at 85%: if VAF values of one set 
of parameters fitting the three scenarios are all above 85%, the controller is perceived adequate to mimic human 
steering behavior. Through controller identification, 15 drivers are identified as consistent. Due to limited space of 
the paper, the result and method of parameter identification are not introduced. 
3. Customized controller design 
3.1. Curve fitting 
Suggested by the result from the last section, three parameters are identified for the consistent driver group. If we 
manage to find the relationship among the parameters, the number of variables to be regulated can be reduced. For 
instance, if the value of dk  can be represented as a function of horizon distance and pk , the interface boils down to 
two controllable variables (two sliders) instead of three, which spares the effort in overtaking maneuver. 
For the sake of simplicity, we use a linear model to try to fit the three-dimensional points to a plane, which is 
shown in (1). According to the equation, linear least squares is selected as an approach to fit the statistical model to 
the data. With D controller functioning as an auxiliary controller that boosts up performance at the start of a lane 
change, horizon distance and pk  are used as variables because they are more significant and more intuitive for 
application. Horizon distance corresponds with the target point to be reached in the overtaking and the value of dk  
indicates fastness.  
High percentage of fitting (over 85%) suggests that the controller parameters in this case, where the vehicle 
overtakes at a constant speed with sufficient gaps, follows a certain law despite of the fact that they belong to 
different drivers. Further research can be conducted on the relationship among the controller parameters identified 
for various drivers. Through the plane fitting, three parameters are simplified to two with explicit meanings, which 
lays the ground work for application to autonomous overtaking. 
3.2. Matlab toolbox 
In this section, a Matlab tool was designed to mimic the function of the human-machine interface of the 
customized overtaking system, which is a demonstration of how the operating system works in the real autonomous 
vehicle. 
Since the number of controllable variables are reduced to two, the parameters of the steering controller, d and kp, 
are respectively assigned to two sliders with labels, namely ’horizon’ and ’fastness’, which helps users to better 
understand the basic function of the slider. Apart from the controller parameters, considered as an input to the 
system, the target set in this case is always the center of the lane the vehicle turns into. The target line can be more 
accurately determined according to the real-time safety analysis, which is out of the research scope of this paper. 
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Another factor, that is simply defined beforehand due to the same reason, is the starting instant of overtaking. We 
apply the time-to-collision notion as a safety indicator. The time to collision (TTC) concept was introduced in 1971 
by the US researcher Hayward [7]. A TTC value at an instant t is defined as the time that remains until a collision 
between two vehicles would have occurred if speed difference is maintained. The time to collision of a vehicle-
driver combination i  at instant t  with respect to a leading vehicle 1i   can be calculated with: 
 
1
1
(t) (t)
(t) (t)
i i i
i
i i
x x lTTC
v v


                     (2) 
 
where v  denotes the vehicle speed, x  the position and l  the vehicle length. 
In applying TTC to determine the starting time, a threshold value should be chosen to distinguish relatively safe 
and critical encounters. Hirst and Graham report that a time to collision measure of 4 s  could be used to 
discriminate between cases where drivers unintentionally find themselves in a dangerous situation from cases where 
drivers remain in control [8]. In this case, a threshold of 3.5 s  is chosen to allow some safety margin. 
The simulated overtaking module is programmed with the graphical user interfaces, MATLAB guide, which 
demonstrates a possible solution to autonomous overtaking maneuver. The intuitive interface is illustrated in Fig.4. 
With the intuitive meaning of each unit, the system is easy for new users to learn, eliminating the need to have deep 
insight into the function of the steering controller. We use the simulation to demonstrate the process that an 
autonomous vehicle overtakes obstacles at a constant speed with a tunable steering controller. In the following, we 
provide the function of the individual unit in the operating system and introduce the general steps in application. 
3.3. Introduction to individual unit 
x Main Screen: Display the position and trajectory of the vehicles. The horizontal axis represents the travel 
distance along the straight highway and the vertical axis the relative distance to the right boarder of the right lane. 
x Initial Velocity: Set the velocity of the vehicle. Default value is 120km/h if not specified. The velocity cannot be 
altered during the overtaking as we assume the vehicle travels at constant speed. We apply the controller 
parameters identified at v = 120km/h. Further study on variation of parameters subject to vehicle speed is not 
included in this paper. 
x Horizon and Fastness Sliders: Determine the preview distance d and parameter kp of the steering controller. 
Default values are 60m and 4.5 if not specified. 
x Start Button: Commence the simulation after the initial velocity and controller parameters are set. 
x Continue Button: Resume the simulation after the controller parameters are readjusted. 
 
 
a)  b)  
Fig. 4. Demonstration of the customized steering controller. (a) Initialization; (b) Pause. 
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3.4. General application procedure 
First of all, enter the velocity of the host vehicle to be tested. Then press the start button to commence the 
simulation with desired speed and subsequently the mini movie is displayed on the main screen, depicting the host 
vehicle advancing on the highway. Apart from the vehicle represented by a rectangular, a circle within the 
rectangular describes CoG (center of gravity) of a vehicle and the cross shows the current target, which forms a red 
dashed trajectory in combination of the antecedents from the past. The picture pauses at the moment when the 
threshold of TTC indicator is reached, namely, the time that the overtaking begins. In order to illustrate the possible 
position of the host vehicle during overtaking, the trajectory span with a fixed prediction horizon is shown on the 
screen. The trajectories of the vehicle is calculated varying the value of kp from the minimum to the maximum, 
therefore a span is generated. Knowing the possible position when implementing different kp, the user can select a 
value for kp that is appropriate for overtaking or tune the horizon slider to renew the span and find a value of d that 
is more desirable. The values, which are currently selected, are displayed next to the sliders. After a couple of proper 
parameters are determined, the user can press the continue button to resume the simulation. The process of pause 
and play will be repeated every time the host vehicle passes an obstacle until the end of the simulation. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper, we investigate a driver model that can represent steering behavior on normal overtaking tasks 
(smooth overtaking that is not undertaken in emergency) and apply it to autonomous vehicles. In the literature, the 
researchers establish the driver model in lane change using different algorithms with the same structure that includes 
three assumed elements: trajectory planning, prediction and steering controller. However, a new approach, namely 
target and control scheme, is proposed eliminating the trajectory planning part [6]. Due to the fact that the model 
provided in the new approach is capable of capturing drivers’ steering behavior with simpler structure, this scheme 
is applied. We attempt to identify a steering controller that reflects the key characteristics of the driving behavior 
during overtaking with this new structure, namely, matches the model outputs in simulation with the experiment 
data from the driving simulator. 
We focus on one of the driver groups: the consistent driver group, where the outline of overtaking trajectories in 
different traffic scenarios can be simulated by one controller. Within this driver group of 15 drivers, VAF value, 
between vehicle lateral position observed in the controller output and experiment data, are consistently high and 
over 85%. This result implies that the identified controller provides an authentic reflection of the overtaking 
trajectory in all the scenarios. 
According to the aforementioned conclusion that the identified controller captures the key characteristics of 
driver’s overtaking behavior, a simple operating system is designed for overtaking in autonomous vehicles. 
Parameters of the steering controller, which are translated into intuitive meanings instead of terms in cybernetics, are 
tunable via the sliders on the interface. This operating system is demonstrated using a GUI program in MATLAB 
and the exhaustive manual is provided in the paper. Smooth overtaking trajectories and fast computation time 
indicate that the controller proposed in target and control scheme is suitable for application of customized 
overtaking in autonomous vehicles on real highway. 
At the beginning of the thesis, the requirement concerning the customized controller design is fast and simple 
solution to autonomous overtaking. Through curve fitting, an intuitive and simple operating system is achieved. In 
terms of fast solution, high computational speed is requested for applications on a real autonomous vehicle. 
According to the test on MATLAB, the total time, which is spent for plotting trajectories for a certain horizon, is 
always less than 0.9s. This lefts enough time for a use to tune the operating system. Considering the time invested in 
visualization, the output of the PD controller can be generated even faster excluding that part. The elapsed time from 
input to output is less than 0.004s, which is far shorter than the normal sampling time in a steering controller such as 
0.3s. 
In terms of recommendations for future work, further exploration can be carried out in the field of overtaking 
with a scope of constant speed and accelerative overtaking, instead of single constant travelling speed in this study. 
Last but not the least, the operating system designed for autonomous overtaking, which seems promising, requires 
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validation result from the road test before application on an autonomous vehicle. The steering controller is based on 
the identification result testing on a driving simulator. However, in a practical situation, the performance of the 
whole system are assessed under the influence of complicated traffic scenarios and demanding requirements. 
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